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ABSTRACT

Kinetic-scale current sheets observed in the solar wind are frequently approximately force-free despite

the fact that their plasma β is of the order of one. In-situ measurements have recently shown that

plasma density and temperature often vary across the current sheets, while the plasma pressure is

approximately uniform. In many cases these density and temperature variations are asymmetric with

respect to the center of the current sheet. To model these observations theoretically we develop in this

paper equilibria of kinetic-scale force-free current sheets that have plasma density and temperature

gradients. The models can also be useful for analysis of stability and dissipation of the current sheets

in the solar wind.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The early in-situ measurements in the solar wind in-

dicated the ubiquity of magnetic field discontinuities or,

equivalently, current sheets with spatial scales below a

few tens of ion thermal gyroradii or ion inertial lengths

(e.g., Burlaga et al. 1977; Tsurutani & Smith 1979; Lep-

ping 1986). The magnetic reconnection within these

kinetic-scale structures may provide ion and electron

heating (e.g., Osman et al. 2011; Gosling 2012; Pulupa

et al. 2014), though the overall contribution of the cur-

rent sheets to the solar wind heating is unknown (e.g.,

Cranmer et al. 2009). The disruption of the kinetic-scale

current sheets via the magnetic reconnection is poten-

tially a mechanism resulting in the spectral break of the

magnetic field turbulence spectrum at ion scales (e.g.,

Mallet et al. 2017; Franci et al. 2017; Vech et al. 2018).

The mechanisms responsible for formation of the current

sheets include Alfven wave steepening (e.g., Medvedev

et al. 1997) and the natural appearance of sheet-like

structures in the course of development of the turbu-
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lence cascade (e.g., Greco et al. 2009, 2016; Franci et al.

2017).

The early in-situ measurements focused on classify-

ing the current sheets in terms of tangential and rota-

tional discontinuities based on the analysis of the mag-

netic field component perpendicular to the current sheet

plane (e.g., Tsurutani & Smith 1974; Burlaga et al.

1977; Lepping 1986). However, the estimates of the

fraction of tangential and rotational discontinuities in

the solar wind are still controversial (e.g., Knetter et al.

2004; Neugebauer 2006; Artemyev et al. 2019b). The

in-situ measurements unambiguously showed that cur-

rent sheets in the solar wind are often approximately

one-dimensional and force-free, i.e. the current density

is mostly parallel to the magnetic field and the mag-

netic field rotates across a current sheet, while its mag-

nitude remains constant (e.g., Burlaga et al. 1977; Lep-

ping 1986; Neugebauer 2006; Paschmann et al. 2013).

Recent statistical analyses (Artemyev et al. 2018, 2019b)

have shown that the plasma density n and ion and elec-

tron temperatures Ti,e typically vary across a current

sheet. In these analyses it was also shown that the

density and temperature variations are anti-correlated

∆Ti,e/Ti,e ∝ −∆n/n, so that the plasma pressure is es-
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sentially uniform across the current sheets as required

by the pressure balance.

Within the large number of known one-dimensional

kinetic current sheet models (e.g., Lemaire & Burlaga

1976; Bobrova & Syrovatskǐi 1979; Roth et al. 1996;

Kocharovsky et al. 2010; Panov et al. 2011), the most

relevant to

the solar wind observations mentioned above are the

recently developed models of force-free current sheets

representing tangential (Harrison & Neukirch 2009a;

Wilson & Neukirch 2011; Allanson et al. 2015) and ro-

tational (Artemyev 2011; Vasko et al. 2014) disconti-

nuities. In these kinetic models of both force-free tan-

gential and rotational discontinuities the plasma density

and temperature are uniform across the current sheet.

We remark that there is a much broader class of col-

lisionless tangential discontinuity models (Roth et al.

1996) that can in principle be used to describe magnetic

fields of solar wind discontinuities (De Keyser et al. 1996;

De Keyser & Roth 1997) and does even allow for the in-

clusion of plasma velocity shear (De Keyser et al. 1997,

2013), which is observed for some solar wind disconti-

nuities (De Keyser et al. 1998; Paschmann et al. 2013;

Artemyev et al. 2019b).

These models start from specifying the dependence of

the distribution functions on the constants of motion

and have been developed to give a detailed description

different plasma populations in magnetic current sheets

(Roth et al. 1996). When starting from specifying the

particle distribution functions any self-consistent model

of a collisionless configuration has to be completed by

solving Maxwell’s equations. With the form of the dis-

tribution functions used for a detailed description of cur-

rent sheets (see e.g. the model-data comparison in De

Keyser et al. 1996, 1997) it is usually not possible to

obtain analytical solutions for the electromagnetic fields

and hence these have to be determined using numerical

methods. This in turn implies that the exact spatial

variation of the particle densities, the pressure and the

temperature is only available after the numerical calcu-

lation of the electromagnetic fields has been carried out.

In this paper we use a different approach, mainly

for two reasons. Firstly, as already mentioned above,

the magnetic field configuration of many of the cur-

rent sheets observed in the solar wind is observed to be

force-free to a good approximation (e.g., Artemyev et al.

2019a). For one-dimensional tangential discontinuities

this directly implies that the magnetic field strength |B|
and the plasma pressure do not vary across the discon-

tinuity (see e.g. Harrison & Neukirch 2009b; Neukirch

et al. 2018). This puts additional constraints on the

possible dependence of the particle distribution func-

tions on the constants of motion and makes finding such

distribution functions for force-free magnetic field con-

figurations non-trivial. As a number of self-consistent

distribution functions for the force-free version of the

Harris sheet (Harris 1962) have been found (e.g. Har-

rison & Neukirch 2009a; Neukirch et al. 2009; Wilson

& Neukirch 2011; Kolotkov et al. 2015; Allanson et al.

2015; Wilson et al. 2017, 2018), we use one of those

force-free distribution functions as a starting point for

the investigation in this paper.

Moreover, secondly, in the case we consider in this pa-

per the process of determining appropriate distribution

functions for a force-free magnetic tangential disconti-

nuity starts from a known electromagnetic field config-

uration (here the force-free Harris sheet) and one de-

termines compatible distribution functions that lead to

a self-consistent equilibrium by solving this ”inverse”

problem (see e.g. Allanson et al. 2016, 2018; Neukirch

et al. 2018). Starting from an analytically known mag-

netic field configuration and corresponding distribution

functions as a starting point of the investigation allows

us more control direct control. An additional advantage

of a completely analytical approach could be that it usu-

ally simplifies the implementation of the kinetic equilib-

rium as initial conditions in numerical simulations using,

for example, particle-in-cell (PIC) codes.

The crucial point is that none of the currently known

collisionless force-free current sheet models is capable

of describing the recently observed non-uniform den-

sity and temperature profiles in the solar wind current

sheets. Thus, it is our main motivation to develop an-

alytical kinetic models of force-free current sheets that

include the observed features. From a more theoretical

point of view, the development of analytical kinetic cur-

rent sheet models including the observed gradients will

also simplify further investigations of their dynamics.

For example, it is known that the stability of current

sheets is rather sensitive to the initial equilibrium con-

figuration (e.g., Pucci et al. 2018). Moreover, PIC simu-

lations have recently shown that the nonlinear evolution

of the reconnection process and particle acceleration is

strongly dependent on the presence of the guide field

and plasma density and temperature gradients across

the current sheets (e.g., Wilson et al. 2016; Lu et al.

2019b).

In this paper we present observations of the solar wind

current sheets with plasma density and temperature gra-

dients and develop a class of collisionless force-free equi-

librium models that incorporate the observed (asymmet-

ric) variations of the plasma density and temperature.

2. OBSERVATIONS
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Figure 1. An example of a current sheet crossing by ARTEMIS spacecraft: (a) three magnetic field components in the local
coordinate system (Sonnerup & Cahill 1968) with the additional constraint 〈Bn〉 = 0 (see section 8.2.6 in Sonnerup & Scheible
2000), (b) electron density and temperature measurements, (c) current density profile (grey color shows smoothed profile).
Bottom horizontal axis show spatial coordinate across the sheet (normalized on the ion inertial length, di).

We present observations of current sheets by the

ARTEMIS spacecraft, which probes the solar wind at

a few tens of Earth radii upstream of the Earth’s bow

shock (Angelopoulos 2011). We use the magnetic field

measurements with temporal resolution of 5 vectors per

second (Auster et al. 2008) and measurements of elec-

tron density and temperature available at 4s cadence (all

plasma parameters are measured by electrostatic analyz-

ers onboard ARTEMIS, see McFadden et al. (2008)).

Figure 1 presents an example of a particular current

sheet observed aboard ARTEMIS. Panel (a) presents

the magnetic field in the coordinate system (l,m,n) de-

termined using the Minimum Variance Analysis (MVA)

(Sonnerup & Cahill 1968). The magnetic field compo-

nent Bn is perpendicular to the current sheet plane, Bl
reverses the sign across the current sheet, Bm is the

so-called guide field. In a 1D approximation all vari-

ables vary across the current sheet that is along the

normal n. Panel (a) shows that the current sheet is ap-

proximately force-free, because B2
l + B2

m ≈ const. For

the single spacecraft measurements the determination

of the normal n is generally not sufficiently accurate

(e.g., Horbury et al. 2001; Knetter et al. 2004) to sep-

arate rotational and tangential discontinuities. Thus,

we assume that the observed discontinuity is tangen-

tial and apply an additional constraint to the local co-

ordinate system, namely 〈Bn〉 = 0 (see section 8.2.6

in Sonnerup & Scheible 2000). Panel (b) shows that
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Figure 2. Average profiles of magnetic field, current density, plasma characteristics for a dataset of ∼ 200 discontinuities
observed by the ARTEMIS spacecraft in the near-Earth solar wind (see details of the dataset in Artemyev et al. 2019a). The
main criterion of discontinuity selection to the dataset is the peak current density exceeding 1 nA/m2. Black error bars show
the standard deviation. In each case, electron densities and temperatures are normalized by the average value across the
discontinuity. Orientation of rn is chosen to have dne/drn > 0 for all selected discontinuities.

the plasma density and electron temperature variations

across the current sheet are anti-correlated. The plasma

density increases across the current sheet by about 20%,

while the electron temperature decreases by about 5%.

ARTEMIS measurements of the ion temperature in the

solar wind are much less accurate than electron tem-

perature measurements. The assumption of the pres-

sure balance across the current sheet suggests that the

ion temperature should also decrease across the current

sheet by a few tens of percent. Because the Taylor hy-

pothesis applies for the current sheets in the solar wind,

we can estimate the current densities jl ∝ −dBm/dt
and jm ∝ dBl/dt (see Artemyev et al. 2019a, for de-

tails). Panel (c) shows that the current density reaches

values of 10 nA/m2, which is comparable to the highest

current densities in the solar wind (e.g., Podesta 2017).

The use of the Taylor hypothesis allows translating the

observations in time into space. The spatial axis in Fig-
ure 1 shows that the current sheet is an ion-scale struc-

ture with the thickness of a few ion inertial lengths or,

equivalently, a few hundred kilometers. To demonstrate

that the current sheet in Figure 1 is not exceptional, we

use a dataset of more than four hundred current sheets

collected by the ARTEMIS spacecraft over two years of

observations (see Artemyev et al. 2019a, for details).

Figure 2 presents the averaged properties of the se-

lected current sheets. Panel (a) shows the current sheets

in the solar wind typically have a half-ring Bm vs. Bl.

This is equivalent to the statement that ion-scale current

sheets in the solar wind are predominantly force-free, i.e.

B2
m + B2

l ≈ const. Panel (b) shows that the Bl rever-

sal across the current sheet corresponds to the current

density jm ∼ 1 nA/m2 localized within about ten ion

inertial lengths. Panel (c) shows that the plasma beta,
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β = 8πp/B2, is typically about unity and does not vary

across the current sheets in accordance with the force-

free nature of the current sheets. Panel (d) shows that

though β is approximately uniform across the current

sheets, there are clearly variations of the plasma density

and electron temperature. Statistically, the plasma den-

sity varies by about 10%, while the electron temperature

varies by about 3% across the current sheet.

Although there are kinetic current sheet models that

are sufficiently flexible to describe a large variety of tan-

gential discontinuities (see e.g. the review by Roth et al.

1996, and references therein), these models generally re-

quire a numerical solution of Maxwell’s equations to

achieve self-consistency. This complicates the match-

ing of these models to the observations, in particular

with regards to the additional constraints that have to

be satisfied by distribution functions for force-free col-

lisionless current sheets. Therefore we will start from a

kinetic current sheet model that is completely analytical

and already satisfies the force-free condition. However,

there are currently no simple analytical kinetic current

sheet models which incorporate all of the observed fea-

tures: (1) the force-free current sheet with spatial scales

of a few ion inertial lengths and β of the order of unity;

(2) anti-correlated plasma density and temperature vari-

ations across the current sheet. In the next section we

develop kinetic models for such current sheets assuming

that they are tangential in nature, that is Bn = 0.

We should mention that not all the discontinuities that

were observed (and included in our statistics) are tan-

gential, but that distinguishing observationally between

tangential and rotational discontinuities is not a well

resolved problem (see discussion in Neugebauer 2006).

The dataset presented in Fig.2 has been collected by the

two ARTEMIS probes, whereas at least four-spacecraft

observations are required for an accurate determination

of the local coordinate system and estimation of Bn
(Knetter et al. 2004). Therefore, in this paper we fo-

cus on modelling tangential discontinuities and leave the

question of the relative percentage of tangential versus

rotational discontinuities within the total amount of so-

lar wind discontinuities to future investigations.

Independently of the classification of the discontinu-

ities, the observations of these plasma structures in the

solar wind are often associated with measurements of

plasma shear flow (De Keyser et al. 1998; Paschmann

et al. 2013; Artemyev et al. 2019a). This shear flow,

which is related to the cross-field plasma (both ion and

electron) velocity, can result in the generation of polar-

ization electric fields (e.g., Roth et al. 1996; De Keyser

et al. 2013) that are enhanced by plasma pressure gra-

dients across the discontinuities (e.g., Yoon & Lui 2004;

Lu et al. 2019a). However, there are no such gradients

in force-free discontinuities. Moreover, some population

of these discontinuities have the main magnetic field re-

versal along solar wind flow, i.e. the plasma shear flow

is along the magnetic field and there is almost no cross-

field shear flow. For this type of discontinuity the effect

of the polarization electric field is negligible. In this pa-

per we will focus on the theoretical description of this

type of discontinuity and will not consider a finite elec-

tric field. A more general case could, for example, be

described in future studies following the approach from

De Keyser et al. (2013).

3. KINETIC MODEL OF A FORCE-FREE

TANGENTIAL DISCONTINUITY

In this section the local coordinate system (l,m,n) is

denoted (x, y, z). We consider a one-dimensional current

sheet with the magnetic field B = Bx(z)ex + By(z)ey.

The development of a stationary kinetic current sheet

model requires to provide a class of electron and ion dis-

tribution functions Fi,e(v, z), which would result in the

current density j = jx(z)ex + jy(z)ey consistent with

the magnetic field B, and the desired spatial distribu-

tion of the plasma density and ion and electron temper-

atures across the current sheet. The particle distribu-

tion functions, being solutions of the Vlasov equation,

can be written as functions of the integrals of particle

motion (e.g., Schindler 2007). In the considered one-

dimensional current sheet there are three integrals of

particle motion: the total energy Hs = msv
2/2 + qsΦ

and generalized momenta pxs = msvx + qsAx/c and

pys = msvy + qsAy/c, where Φ(z) is the electrostatic

potential, A = Ax(z)ex + Ay(z)ey is the vector poten-

tial, ms and qs are particle mass and charge, s = i, e

correspond to ions and electrons (qi = −qe ≡ e).
Figure 3 illustrates the macroscopic quantities consis-

tent with the class of kinetic models of force-free current

sheets with the magnetic field Bx(z) = B0 tanh(z/L)

and By(z) = B0 cosh−1(z/L) developed by Harrison &

Neukirch (2009a). In that class of models B2
x+B2

y = B2
0 ,

the plasma density and particle temperatures are uni-

form across the current sheet, and the model parameters

are chosen in such a way that the electrostatic field van-

ishes identically, Φ(z) = 0. The plasma β is above unity

in the original class of Harrison & Neukirch (2009a)

models, but β can be arbitrary in more generalized mod-

els (see Neukirch et al. 2018, for a review). The simplest

example from that class of models is the one with the

ion distribution function given by the Maxwellian distri-

bution, F0i(v, z) = n0(mi/2πTi)
3/2 exp(−Hi/Ti), and
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electron distribution function given as follows

F0e (v, z) = n0(1 + b)−1

(
me

2πTe

)3/2

exp(−He/Te) ·

· [b+ exp(u0pye/Te) exp(−meu
2
0/2Te)−

− 1

2
cos(u0pxe/Te) exp(meu

2
0/2Te)],

where n0 is the plasma density, Te and Ti are electron

and ion temperatures (here and in the remainder of this

paper we absorb the Boltzmann constant factor, kB into

the temperature), u0 is related to B0 and L by the re-

lations en0u0 = −cB0/4πL and B0L = −2Te/eu0. This

implies that L2 = cTe/2πe
2n0u

2
0. The electron temper-

ature determines the amplitude of the magnetic field,

B2
0 = 8πn0Te. The parameter b sets the density of the

background electron population not contributing to the

current density, it has to be large enough to keep the

electron velocity distribution function positive. In what

follows we generalize the models developed by Harrison

& Neukirch (2009a) to have the asymmetric distribution

of the plasma density across the current sheet similar to

that in Figures 1 and 2.

The models of force-free current sheets with asymmet-

ric plasma density profile can be developed within rather

wide class of particle velocity distribution functions:

Fs = F0s(Hs, pxs, pys) + ∆Fs(Hs, pxs), where F0s is, for

example, the class of distribution functions suggested by

Harrison & Neukirch (2009b), while ∆Fs(Hs, pxs) cor-

responds to additional electron and ion populations. In

principle, F0s can be any distribution function consis-

tent with the magnetic field profile (e.g. Kolotkov et al.

2015; Allanson et al. 2015, 2016; Wilson et al. 2017,

2018). The distribution function of the additional pop-

ulations should be chosen so that they provide no contri-

bution to the current density,
∫
vx∆Fsd

3v = 0, but con-

tribute to the density
∫

∆Fs(Hs, pxs)d
3v = ∆ns(Ax),

where ∆ns should be an odd function of Ax that is

∆ns(−Ax) = −∆ns(Ax). In that case the magnetic

field remains identical to that in the models of Harri-

son & Neukirch (2009a), while the electron density dis-

tribution will be asymmetric across the current sheet,

because Ax(z) = B0L arctan[sinh(z/L)] is asymmetric

with respect to z = 0. Because the magnetic field con-

figuration remains force-free that is B2 = const, the

pressure balance across the CS pzz + B2/8π = const

results in a constant zz−component of the pressure ten-

sor, pzz = const. For a non-uniform plasma density the

variation of the temperature Tzz across the current sheet

is anti-correlated with the density variation.

One of the simplest choices of the velocity dis-

tribution functions of the additional populations is

∆Fs = gs(Hs)u0pxs/Te, where gs(Hs) should satisfy

∫
v2xgs(Hs)d

3v = 0. The class of functions gs(Hs) sat-

isfying the latter condition is rather broad, while a

particular example is

gs= δns

(
ms

2πTs

)3/2
κ
5/2
s e−κsHs/Ts − κ̃5/2s e−κ̃sHs/Ts

κs − κ̃s

where δns, κs and κ̃s are free parameters. The number

of free parameters can be reduced by taking the limit

κ̃s → κs, which leads to the following class of ∆Fs

∆Fs= δns

(
κsms

2πTs

)3/2(
5

2
− κsHs

Ts

)
e−κsHs/Ts

u0pxs
Ts

,

The additional particle density is given by

∆ns = −qs
e
δns exp(−qsκsβsΦ)(1− qsκsβsΦ)

2Ax
B0L

. (1)

The quasi-neutrality condition
∑
s qsns = 0 has the so-

lution Φ = 0, if we let δni = −δne.
The expression in Eq. (1) is a relatively simple mem-

ber of a wider class of functions with the desired prop-

erty that they contribute to the particle density, but not

to the current density (if Φ = 0). We remark that by

choosing parameters appropriately it is always possible

to ensure that the total DF, Fs + ∆Fs, is positive defi-

nite.

With Φ = 0, qe = −e, qi = e (and defining δne = εn0)

the additional density term is given by

∆ns = ∆n = εn0
2Ax
B0L

. (2)

Because Ax(z) is asymmetric with respect to z, ∆ns
introduces the desired density asymmetry across the cur-

rent sheet. If we define the temperature via the equation

pzz,e = kBTene, the temperature will also be asymmet-

ric due to the pressure remaining constant, as found in

the observations (Artemyev et al. 2019b).

In order to construct a realistic example we now as-

sume that L/di = 10 (the ratio of the current sheet

width to the ion inertial length), βp = 1.4, Te/Ti = 1.0

and mi/me = 1836. We then find that u0/vth,e =√
2me/miβpdi/L ≈ −3.9 · 10−3. Using κe = κi = 1.1

and ε = 0.05, both distribution functions can be shown

to be positive. We show example plots of the variation

of the full electron and the ion distribution functions

with vx (for fixed values of z, vy and vz) in Figs. 4 and

5. Due to the relatively small value of u0/vth,e, the dif-

ference between the total electron and ion distribution

functions is also very small. In the same figures we also

show how ∆Fs varies with vx.

In Fig. 6 we show the resulting modified density and

temperature profiles for the same parameter values that
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Figure 3. The summary of the macroscopic properties of the current sheet models developed by Harrison & Neukirch (2009b):
(a) the half-ring Bx vs. By shape is due to B2

x + B2
y = B2

0 ; (b) the profile of the y-component of the current density (c,d) the
plasma β is generally above unity, while the plasma density and electron and ion temperatures are uniform across the current
sheet.

were used for the distribution function plots. As desired

the density and temperature profiles show the general

behaviour that is also seen in the observation shown in

Fig. 2

The structure of the distribution function in velocity

space is seen to be very close to a Maxwellian distri-

bution function (see Fig. 4 and Fig. 5). This structure

suggests that the distribution functions presented in this

paper are likely to be stable to small perturbations (e.g.

see standard stability arguments by Gardner 1963; Krall

& Trivelpiece 1973).

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Recent spacecraft observations have shown that cur-

rent sheets in the solar wind frequently exhibit non-

symmetric and anti-correlated electron density and tem-

perature distributions with respect to the current sheet

center (Artemyev et al. 2018). The origin and effects of
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Figure 4. In the left column the dependence of the total electron DF F0e + ∆Fe on vx (for vy = vz = 0) is shown at three
different positions: z/L = −0.5 (top row), z/L = 0.0 (middle row) and z/L = 0.5 (bottom row). The right column shows the
same plots for ∆Fe alone. Here ε = 0.05 and u0/vth,e = −3.9 · 10−3.

these features on the stability of the current sheets in the

solar wind remains unknown, partly due to absence of

kinetic models that could be used in the stability anal-

ysis. Self-consistent kinetic models of force-free current

sheets have only been developed relatively recently (e.g

Harrison & Neukirch 2009a) and in these models the

plasma and temperature distributions are uniform.

In this paper we have demonstrated that by adding

a suitable further term to the distribution function of

Harrison & Neukirch (2009a) it is possible to generate

self-consistent kinetic equilibria which have asymmet-

ric spatial profiles of particle density and temperature,

while retaining the macroscopic current sheet equilib-

rium unchanged. We have presented an illustrative ex-

ample which showed that for parameter values which are

typical for solar wind current sheets observed at 1 A.U.,

one can easily find self-consistent particle distributions

functions giving rise to macroscopic spatial variations in

particle density and temperature that closely resemble

those found in the observations.

The work presented in this paper could be further ex-

tended in a number of ways. For example, instead of

using the distribution functions of Harrison & Neukirch

(2009a) as F0s, one can in principle choose any other

particle distribution function giving rise to the same

magnetic field profile. While the distribution functions

used for F0s in this paper always lead to an equilibrium

with plasma β > 1 as well as spatially constant density

and temperature profiles, other distribution functions al-

low for values of plasma β < 1 (e.g. Allanson et al. 2015,

2016; Wilson et al. 2018) or for additional symmetric

variations in the particle density and temperature (e.g.

Kolotkov et al. 2015).

Another possible extension of the work presented here

relates to the specific and relatively simple form for ∆Fs
that we have used. This form for ∆Fs is just one ex-

ample taken from a family of possible ∆Fs; other ex-

amples include ∆Fs ∝ sin(Kspxs)gs(Hs) and ∆Fs ∝
exp(Kspxs)gs(Hs) (with

∫
v2xgs(Hs)d

3v = 0 and Ks a

model dependent constant).
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Figure 5. The same plots as in Fig. 4, but for the ions. The only noticeable difference to the plots for the electrons is the
larger amplitude of ∆Fi at z = 0 and the symmetry reversal of its minimum and maximum values.

Figure 6. An example of asymmetric density and tempera-
ture profiles resulting from the theoretical models (ε = 0.05).

It is also important to point out that within the same

class of particle velocity distribution functions one can

develop models of force-free current sheets with sym-

metric density profiles having either maximum or mini-

mum in center of the current sheet (similar to models of

Kolotkov et al. (2015)). The symmetric profiles of the

plasma density are obtained for distribution functions

for which ∆ns(Ax) is an even function of Ax. The ad-

ditional population should not contribute to the current

density and the simplest choice of such particle distribu-
tion functions is ∆Fs = gs(Hs)(βeu0pxs)

2, where gs(Hs)

should again satisfy the condition
∫
v2xgs(Hs)d

3v = 0.

For the example distribution function given above, using

the same gs(Hs) that was used in section 3 the plasma

density is as ns = n0(1 + ε4A2
x/B

2
0L

2). As Ax(z) is an

odd function of z, A2
x(z) is an even function of z and the

density profile is symmetric with respect to the current

sheet center.

The self-consistent kinetic current sheet models pre-

sented here could, for example, be used as initial con-

ditions for future analyses of collisionless kinetic pro-

cesses involving tangential discontinuities in the solar

wind plasma.
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